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Executive summary

1
 

 

 

This deliverable presents the event processing system that has been developed within the 

ENVISION project to allow inferring natural occurrences from observation data. In previous 

reports of work package 4 we talked about domain ontology engineering and semantic 

annotations of Web services. Semantic annotations are also used in the approach described in 

this document to realize the instantiation of ontological representations of geographical events 

on-the-fly, as the phenomena is observed. The motivation for having such a real-time component 

derives from the necessity to manage time-sensitive situations in the flood monitoring pilot case, 

e.g. flood risk, where the quick communication of certain information can be essential to save 

lives. This event processing system is aimed to identify and extract relevant information from 

time-series of sensor data in order to provide a valuable input for decision makers. On the other 

hand, citizens can also benefit from the features of the system by registering subscriptions to 

certain events. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
1
 The research work included here is part of a PhD dissertation currently in progress. Some of the papers 

that have been published related to this research are found in the References section. For that reason, the 
reader can find parts of the deliverable which were previously included in some of the authors’ publications, 
especially in (Llaves et al., 2012). 
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1 Introduction 

The pilot cases in ENVISION use environmental monitoring methods to obtain data about the 

state of the region of interest. The deployment of sensor networks is a common solution to carry 

out this task. Normally, scientists analysing these data look for specific changes in the 

measurements that reflect certain situation in the real world, e.g. value X exceeding threshold Y. 

The detection of such changes in the observation data requires a continuous processing of the 

sensor time-series. For those critical situations that demand a quick response, data analysis is 

needed in real-time. This deliverable presents the research work performed at UOM with the 

purpose of real-time filtering of occurrences
2
 that are reflected on time-series of sensor data.  

1.1 What is Event Processing of Observation Data? 

The Event Processing Glossary (Luckham, 2011) defines event processing as “computing that 

performs operations on events, including reading, creating, transforming, or discarding events.” 

Event Processing offers real-time processing capabilities over continuous time-series of data. 

Complex Event Processing (CEP) is a specialization of event processing. The term complex 

event refers to an event that represents a set of other events that can be simple or complex. 

Event Stream Processing (ESP) is also another specialization of event processing that assumes 

that events arrive ordered by time of occurrence, so it allows processing event streams (Llaves, 

2011). The reason to consider ESP a subset of CEP is that the latter is able to process event 

clouds which might contain several event streams
3
. 

 

CEP was initially designed to deal with events occurring through the layers of enterprise IT 

infrastructures, thus to extract high-level information for decision making in the context of 

business processes. However, initiatives that appeared in the last years, like the Sensor Event 

Service (SES) (Echterhoff & Everding, 2008), successor of Sensor Alert Service (SAS) (Simonis, 

2006)), started to apply event processing methods to provide a publish/subscribe service to 

access sensor observations. Each observation is considered an event with attributes derived from 

the measurement procedure, e.g. spatio-temporal location, observed property, etc. Time-series of 

observations are processed as event streams, thus complex events can be identified by defining 

event patterns. Pattern matching consists of resolving these event patterns (or rules) against sets 

of events.  

1.2 Motivation 

Modelling geographic phenomena requires a profound understanding of the processes and 

events related to such phenomena. If we use sensors networks as the source of information to 

observe and detect changes, we should provide meaning to relevant fragments (patterns) of 

observations and analyse when, where and why they appear.  

 

                                            
2
 We will use occurrences, events, or happenings indistinctly to refer to anything that happens or is 

contemplated as happening at an instant or over an interval of time and which is relevant for the observer. 
3
 “What’s the difference between ESP and CEP?” by David Luckham, available at 

http://www.complexevents.com/2006/08/01/what%E2%80%99s-the-difference-between-esp-and-cep/. 

http://www.complexevents.com/2006/08/01/what%E2%80%99s-the-difference-between-esp-and-cep/
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There are environmental situations that require a quick response from local authorities. In those 

cases, we need real-time observations and real-time analysis results. Here, the use of CEP 

seems to fit our purpose. It does not only allow for detecting specific occurrences in time-series of 

observations, but also for creating an event abstraction layer on top of the observation data flow. 

For instance, having a data set with flooding records for a specific area, a domain expert might 

want to look for high water level occurrences in time-series of observations to analyse potential 

causality relations. However, the principal problem we face in this context is the lack of semantic 

descriptions to define terms for event types and their properties to be understood by multiple 

applications (Everding & Echterhoff, 2009). There is a need for a common event 

conceptualisation and a structured set of relations to achieve interoperability among event-driven 

applications, and to facilitate semantic discovery of geospatial information.  

1.3 Goals 

The objective of this deliverable is to documenta semantic event processing approach designed 

within the ENVISION project to avoid interoperability problems among diverse information 

communities. Additionally, a prototype of the Event Processing Service has been developed to 

put this methodology in practice when dealing with real-time sensor data from the flood 

monitoring pilot case. Next section provides a brief summary on related projects that is essential 

to understand the main differences between our approach and other solutions. 
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2 Related Work 

This section briefly introduces existing approaches which use semantic technologies to enrich 

observation data. Our intention is not to make a deep analysis of alternative solutions but to 

highlight the most relevant aspects of these research works. We assume that the reader is 

familiar with standard specifications for sensor observations like the Sensor Observation Service 

(SOS) (Na & Priest, 2007) and Observations and Measurements (O&M) (Cox, 2007). 

 

In the last years there has been an increase in the number of research papers describing 

methodologies that apply semantic technologies to infer occurrences (or events) from time-series 

of observations. One of the first was about the Semantic Sensor Observation Service (SemSOS) 

project (Henson et al., 2009). Henson et al. suggested here to model the domain of sensors and 

sensor observations in a group of ontologies, to add semantic annotations to sensor data, and 

finally, a way of reasoning over those annotated sensor observations.  

 

Devaraju and Kauppinen presented an ontology-based modelling of blizzard-related events and 

formalized definitions of such events to perform classification of weather occurrences in 

(Devaraju & Kauppinen, 2012). In Devaraju’s PhD dissertation, this work was extended to cover a 

global understanding of the inference of geographical occurrences from observations (Devaraju, 

2012). 

 

More related to our work, we can find an ontology-driven CEP system that uses event processing 

for observation data analysis and ontologies for event specification (Taylor & Leidinger, 2011). 

The use of predefined templates for event patterns (or triggers) looks very interesting and could 

be integrated into our system.  

 

Teymourian and Paschke coined the term “Semantic Event Processing” in (Teymourian & 

Paschke, 2009). This research work was a continuation of the first steps proposed in 2007 by 

Etzion (Etzion, 2007). They claimed that Semantic Event Processing refers to the use of semantic 

event models and rules to enhance the results of event processing. Here, “enhancing” means 

enriching the inputs, analysis procedures, and results of event processing applications with 

meaningful information that can be used by semantic reasoners to infer new knowledge. 
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3 ENVISION Approach 

In former deliverables D4.2 and D4.3 we introduced the modular ontology approach and 

procedures to develop the various domain ontologies used in the pilot cases. This knowledge 

infrastructure will also be used for the semantic event processing of observation data. Our 

approach is based on the enrichment of the event pattern (also called statement or rule) that is 

used to describe a relevant situation with an event type concept which represents what the 

pattern means for its creator. We will call this process semantic annotation of event patterns. 

Event observation instances are spatio-temporally timestamped and include attributes like the 

event type or a reference to the rule that triggered the detection.  

3.1 The Event-Observation Ontology 

The attempts of designing an upper ontology valid for all types of events have failed so far 

(Teymourian & Paschke, 2009). In ENVISION, we decided to extend the W3C’s Semantic Sensor 

Network (SSN) ontology (Compton et al., 2012) mainly for three reasons:  

 It describes the domain of sensors and sensor networks as a result of a thorough revision 

of seventeen existing sensor-centric and observation-centric ontologies
4
.  

 It is aligned to the DOLCE-UltraLite top-level ontology to restrict the interpretation of 

concepts and relations (like the rest of our domain ontologies are). 

 It was created with the aim of being reused and extended. 

 

Our extension of the SSN ontology is called Event-Observation ontology
5
. In the rest of the 

document we will use the abbreviation eo as namespace to refer to concepts and relations 

included in the extension. The main concepts and relations that compose the extension are 

depicted in Figure 1. A more detailed concept map containing all the elements included in the 

extension can be found in the Appendix 1a.  

 

 

Figure 1: Concept map of the Event-Observation ontology. 

 

The ssn and dul namespaces refer to the SSN and DOLCE UltraLite ontologies, in orange and 

blue boxes respectively. The rdfs relations are reused from the RDF Schema vocabulary. An 

eo:EventObservation is an observed situation of change in one or various properties of a 

                                            
4
 The reviews are available at http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/XGR-ssn-

20110628/#Review_of_Sensor_and_Observation_ontologies 
5
 The Event-Observation ontology is available at http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation 

http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/XGR-ssn-20110628/#Review_of_Sensor_and_Observation_ontologies
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/XGR-ssn-20110628/#Review_of_Sensor_and_Observation_ontologies
http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation
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geographical entity that is relevant for the application domain. The spatio-temporal attributes of 

an event observation are specified by the concept dul:SpatioTemporalRegion. In the literature it is 

often considered that the spatial location of an event is defined by the location of its participants 

(Probst, 2006). The events we are dealing with are inferred from observation time-series, 

meaning that there always will be an observer (sensor) and an observed entity (called feature of 

interest in the OGC domain). Since we know the spatial location of the sensor providing the 

observation, the property eo:observedAt points to the spatio-temporal region inferred from the 

observation timestamps and the sensor spatial location. The eo:EventDetectionProcedure 

represents the method that was used to detect the event observation in the analysed data and it 

is implemented by the eo:EventProcessingAgent. An eo:EventObservationRule is a quantitative 

rule describing the conditions under which the event detection is triggered. Every rule is 

annotated with one and only eo:EventObservationType, thus when the data match the rule an 

event observation instance of that type is created. However, an eo:EventObservationType can be 

related to many eo:EventObservationRules because of the implicit subjectivity in the classification 

of observation events. 

3.2 Semantic Annotation of Event Patterns 

The event processing approach presented in this deliverable is based on the enrichment of the 

rules used to detect the event observations. We call this step semantic annotation of event 

patterns. The bottom line is that event types are included in the domain ontologies and represent 

mostly elements of a qualitative classification, e.g. low water level; whereas rules or event 

patterns describe quantitatively the event observation and are registered in the Event Processing 

Service, e.g. water level measurements below 45,89 metres. The reason for decoupling 

qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the event observations is that event classification is a 

subjective process. In the case of institutionalised event definitions
6
, the subject is represented by 

the whole institution (or information community). Therefore, our method allows registering 

different event patterns annotated with the same event type, i.e. a many to one relationship. Next, 

an example of why this feature can be useful: the American Meteorological Society defines 

“heavy rain” as rainfall intensity over 7,6 millimetres per hour
7

. However, the British 

Meteorological Office describes a “heavy rain” event as rainfall intensity over 4 millimetres per 

hour
8
. The results provided by these two organizations of mapping worldwide heavy rainfall 

events during the last year might look quite different, not to mention that the rules used to classify 

such events are not usually included as part of the map metadata.  

 

At this point we assume that time-series of sensor measurements are continuously being 

retrieved by the EPS. More details about how this retrieval can be configured are given in Section 

4.2. When an event pattern is registered into the EPS, it is mandatory to include the event type to 

which the pattern refers. This attachment is used by the EPS when the data matches the event 

pattern to create an instance of the event observation type and infer its attributes from the sensor 

measurements, e.g. timestamp.  

 

                                            
6
 Institutionalised event definitions are descriptions of natural occurrences in form of quantitative rules that 

are accepted by a specific institution, domain or information community (Devaraju, 2012). 
7
 See http://amsglossary.allenpress.com/glossary/search?id=rain1.  

8 See http://www.meto_ce.gov.uk/media/pdf/4/1/No._03_-_Water_in_the_Atmosphere.pdf, page 5. 

http://amsglossary.allenpress.com/glossary/search?id=rain1
http://www.meto_ce.gov.uk/media/pdf/4/1/No._03_-_Water_in_the_Atmosphere.pdf
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4 Semantic Event Processing Architecture 

In this part of the document we present an overview of the event processing architecture used in 

ENVISION to realize the approach described in the previous section. Later, we focus on the main 

developments, namely Event Processing Service (EPS) and Semantic Notification Broker (SNB), 

to give the reader a full understanding of the event processing and reasoning performed within 

the system. 

4.1 High-level overview 

The components included in the architecture are divided in three layers, as recommended to 

implement loosely coupled event processing applications (Etzion & Niblett, 2010). Figure 2 

depicts the interaction between these layers. Event producers generate events which are sent the 

components in the processing layer. Event consumers are listeners that receive events, evaluate 

them and optionally take some action. Producers and consumers are decoupled through the 

intermediary processing layer. Inside this middle layer we find event processing agents (EPAs) 

that ingest events and are able to filter, transform, and detect changes or patterns in event 

streams. The arrow that leaves the processing layer and points again to itself indicates the design 

possibility of creating new events that can be processed again by the EPAs before being 

consumed. 

 

 

Figure 2: Three basic layers of event processing architectures. 

 

4.1.1 Event producers 

In our architecture the role of event producers is played by geosensors, or being more specific, by 

services providing time-series of in-situ sensor measurements. Since we consider observations 

as simple events, such time-series are regarded as event streams. Each observation event has 

the following properties: sampling time, sensor identifier, spatial location of the sensor, observed 

property, observation value, and unit of measurement. Currently, we are dealing with Sensor 

Observation Services (SOS) (Na & Priest, 2007) which provide observations encoded in 

Observations and Measurements (O&M) (Cox, 2007). In Figure 3, event producers are on the left 

side represented as sensor data services. 
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4.1.2 Intermediary processing 

The intermediary processing layer is depicted in Figure 3 between the event consumers and the 

event producers. There are three main components that make up the layer: the EPS, the SNB, 

and the Event Bus. The Event Bus is an AMQP
9
 channel that can include several queues. It 

provides an API which allows publishing and listening to messages
10

. In our case, the only 

publisher of events is the EPS. The EPS requests periodically time-series of observations from 

different data services and detects situations (or occurrences or events) that are described via 

event patterns. More information about the EPS can be found in section 4.2. Inside the 

processing layer we find the SNB as listener service. The SNB stores user subscriptions on event 

types and matches them against the event streams that flow through the Event Bus. Ontologies 

loaded in the Semantic Reasoner might contain cause-effect rules that potentially involve the 

creation of new events that are published back into the bus. The interaction with the Semantic 

Reasoner and more details about the internal working of the service are described in section 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Main components and information flow of the Semantic Event Processing 
architecture. 

 

4.1.3 Event consumers 

The event consumers are the interface between users and events. They can directly listen to the 

Event Bus and display events geographically in near real-time, as it is the case of the Event 

                                            
9
 Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, see http://www.amqp.org/about/what. 

10
 The Event Bus is set up in a local server at University of Muenster. For getting access to the URL, please 

contact us via http://www.envision-project.eu/contact/. 

http://www.amqp.org/about/what
http://www.envision-project.eu/contact/
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Visualizer, or facilitate subscription mechanisms to allow users receiving notifications when 

specific events happen, like the Subscription Portlet. The reason for excluding the SNB out of the 

Event Consumers layer is due to its capability of doing further processing of existing events and 

create new ones that can be published again in the Event Bus. 

4.2 Event Processing Service (EPS) 

The heart of the EPS is a Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine that allows analysing time-

series of observation events and creating new event instances when relevant situations are 

detected. The meaning of relevant here is highly dependent on the domain and application, so 

one can say that is subjective. We chose Esper
11

 because it provides an open source and well 

documented API which is in continuous enhancement process. This section is divided in three 

sub-sections that represent the actions that can be performed by the EPS. 

4.2.1 Scheduling sensor data requests 

The EPS offers a method called registerService to allow users scheduling request calls to 

retrieve time-series of sensor observations, see Listing 1. 

 
 

registerService(String serviceURL, String offering, String observedProperty, 

String timeUnit, String numberOfTimeUnits) 

 

Listing 1: registerService call to schedule observation requests with the EPS 

 

The EPS prototype was developed having in mind the project requirements in the DoW and the 

constraints on real-time data availability, so the registerService call is suited to the SOS 

service. With only three SOS parameters and a time interval (e.g. 30 seconds) it is possible to set 

a getObservation request that will be executed periodically. The pattern matching described in the 

following section is applied to the data streams produced by the consecutive requests. Each 

observation is processed as a simple event, thus time-series of observations are equivalent to 

event streams. 

4.2.2 Registering event patterns 

An event pattern can be considered as a formal description of change in one or more observed 

variables which are related to a domain specific event. The Event Processing Technical Society 

glossary defines an event pattern as “A template containing event templates, relational operators 

and variables. An event pattern can match sets of related events by replacing variables with 

values (Luckham et al., 2011). Such situations are described by means of event patterns encoded 

in Esper’s Event Pattern Language (EPL)
12

, see example in Listing 2. 

 
SELECT avg(value) 

FROM ObservationEvent.win:time(1 hour) 

                                            
11

 Esper for Java available at http://esper.codehaus.org/about/esper/esper.html 
12

 Esper’s EPL is a SQL-like language. In the Esper documentation, event patterns are called EPL 
statements. An EPL statement is equivalent to an event processing agent (EPA). 

http://esper.codehaus.org/about/esper/esper.html
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WHERE observedProperty = ‘urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel’ 

Listing 2: EPL statement example 

 

The SELECT clause is used to select event properties. Aggregate operators as sum, avg, count, 

max, min, median, stddev, avedev can be used. The FROM clause defines one or more streams 

or named windows. The ObservationEvent is the Java class that represents an observation. A 

package diagram for the ObservationEvent can be found in Appendix b, Figure 18. In the 

example, we apply a time window of one hour to the event stream. The operators defined in the 

SELECT clause are applied to events within that window. The WHERE clause can be used to join 

event streams and to apply filters on event properties. Since it is out of the scope of this 

deliverable to cover all the EPL aspects, we point here to the official documentation
13

. 

 
 

registerStatement(String stm, String eventType) 

 

Listing 3: registerStatement call to register patterns to the EPS 

 

The EPS offers a mechanism to allow users registering event patterns and annotate them 

semantically with a reference to an event type from a domain ontology. The method can be 

requested via the registerStatement call, see Listing 3. The goal of enriching the pattern is to 

perform on-the-fly creation of event instances by analysing time-series of real-time observations. 

In Section 5.2, an example of event pattern annotation is described for the real-time flood 

monitoring pilot case. 

4.2.3 Publication of event instances 

When the EPS matches a set of observation events described by an event pattern, an 

eo:EventObservation instance is created. The service infers the timestamp and spatial location 

where the event instance was “observed” from the data matching the EPL statement. Together 

with the spatio-temporal properties, the observation collection provenance is attached via the 

gd:ObservationDescription concept, see Figure 4. The gd namespace corresponds to the 

Geographic Description ontology (more information can be found in the documentation
14

 ). The 

rest of the concepts that appear on the left side of the concept map belong to the 

Observation&Measurements ontology
15

 (om), the W3C’s Time ontology
16

 (time), and 

GeoSPARQL ontology
17

 (geosparql) versions that were developed during the project. More 

information about these ontologies can be found in Deliverable D4.6.  

 

                                            
13

 EPL reference for Esper 4.4.0 available at http://esper.codehaus.org/esper-
4.4.0/doc/reference/en/html_single/#epl_clauses 
14

 The Geographic description ontology is available at http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc. Documentation available 
at http://wsmls.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/application/Description/geographic-descriptions/0.1/geographic-
descriptions.html 
15

 The O&M ontology for ENVISION is available at http://purl.org/ifgi/om. 
16 The Time ontology for ENVISION is available at http://purl.org/ifgi/time. 
17

 The GeoSPARQL ontology for ENVISION is available at http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql. 

http://esper.codehaus.org/esper-4.4.0/doc/reference/en/html_single/#epl_clauses
http://esper.codehaus.org/esper-4.4.0/doc/reference/en/html_single/#epl_clauses
http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc
http://wsmls.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/application/Description/geographic-descriptions/0.1/geographic-descriptions.html
http://wsmls.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/application/Description/geographic-descriptions/0.1/geographic-descriptions.html
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The event type was defined at the time of registering the pattern. To solve the interoperability 

problems caused by the subjectivity inherent to event classification, we decided to include the 

corresponding event pattern in the instances, so it is easy to identify which criteria is used to filter 

the event.  

 

 

Figure 4: Concept map of a generic eo:EventObservation instance 

 

Each event instance is encoded in RDF/N3
18

 and sent to the Event Bus as a text message. The 

reason for using RDF/N3 is that is easier to read than RDF/XML for humans and it takes the 

same effort to process (parse) using an RDF Java library. The cost of sending a message to the 

bus depends on bandwidth but it is practically near real-time. Some technical details on the 

technology used to set up the Event Bus were given in Section 4.1.2.  

4.3 Notification infrastructure 

In this section, we discuss how the produced events are consumed and what the benefits are for 

the end user. First, we introduce the need of real-time information and the problems which appear 

when trying to retrieve them. How do we improve the current situation by using semantic 

technologies is answered in the section that follows. An event instance ontology will be brought 

into use enabling links between events and people affected by them. Participating components 

are covered in the third subsection. 

4.3.1 Introduction to the consumption of real-time information 

People continuously interact with their surrounding environment while moving through geographic 

space. In some cases, our activities fail because of unforeseen circumstances. For example, 

going to a meeting by car can be affected by the effects of a natural disaster like a landslide or a 

flood. Such geographic processes occur in our environment every day. They change the 

environment with different impact on the people acting on it. People are interested in what 

happens or will happen in their immediate environment, which may have an impact on their 

activities. Desired information can be retrieved via different media. However, the growth, 

insufficient search methods, and mostly flattened structure of the data impede people to find 

relevant information on the Web (Egenhofer, 2002). Lack of knowledge about the interrelation 

between geographic processes makes also difficult the retrieval of relevant information. For 

example, landslides are a typical problem in inhabited, mountainous regions. They occur at 

frequent intervals and can be extremely destructive. The triggers go from natural disasters like 

earthquakes, storms, or floods to anthropogenic effects like deforestation or blasting. The pitfall of 

assessing landslide hazards is the complexity of such processes due to the huge amount of 

                                            
18

 Documentation for Notation3 (N3) is available at http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/n3/. 

http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/n3/
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influencing factors. Different regions hold different environmental characteristics leading to 

various factors that people have to be aware of if they want to gather data leading to meaningful 

information. 

 

Even if the constitution of an event is simple or a critical situation is identifiable with few 

observations, the most relevant data for the recognition of a specific event is time-sensitive, i.e. 

changes all the time. The water level of rivers, for example, is a good and simple indicator for 

flooding events. Mostly, real-time data produced by sensors are gathered and stored in a central 

database to provide standardized access to diverse datasets holding different content and 

encodings, like it is done in the OGC. However, Web services delivering real-time data, like the 

SOS, are based on the pull-model
19

 in most cases. The user has to request the Web service for 

data every time. If the data changes, it is not possible to inform her about the updates or to send 

changed datasets without her active participation. Pushing data to users whenever a dataset has 

changed seems more helpful. In general, people prefer to be notified only if certain kinds of 

events have or are about to happen, i.e. when certain value exceeds a threshold. The push-

model
20

 could inform the user immediately when the data changes. The “Publish and Subscribe” 

software pattern provides a loosely coupled form of interaction in large scaled systems between 

two parties. The “subscriber” subscribes for an event or an event pattern. The “publisher” 

generates events and is responsible for the publication of them. The main advantage of this kind 

of communication is the decoupling in space, time, and synchronization. Eugster defines these 

properties of interaction in (Eugster et al., 2003). 

 

Existing solutions partly provide push-based information, i.e. in line with the publish/subscribe 

software pattern. However, they do not care about the different qualifications of end users and 

assume a certain level of knowledge. For instance, the U.S. Geological Survey provides a Web-

enabled WaterAlert service
21

 supporting data about surface water, groundwater, water quality, 

and precipitation. Users are able to specify thresholds concerning the mentioned observed 

properties. The values are continuously retrieved from connected sensors. If a user-defined 

threshold is exceeded, the related user gets a notification via E-mail or SMS. We introduce the 

USGS WaterAlert system to show the advantages of a semantically-enabled solution. Using the 

USGS water alert system requires domain knowledge about sensor data and their meaning, i.e. 

which values indicate threatening situations. For example, if a user wants to know when the risk 

for a flood is high, the user has to know the thresholds for the water gauges of the waters in the 

specific regions. Without such knowledge, the system loses a large percentage of its usefulness. 

The identified issues of personalised geographic information retrieval show that it is challenging 

for people to find out when an event occurs or which events affect their activities (Michels, 2011). 

4.3.2 Semantically enabled notification 

The use of semantic technologies within end user products comes along with assets and 

drawbacks. A clearer understanding of the user leads to improved sounder communication 

                                            
19

 The pull-model is a software pattern for data transfers where the data consumer has to request for data 
(Buschmann et al., 2007). 
20

 The push-model is a software pattern for data transfers. The data provider delivers the subscribed data to 
the consumer if a change is detected [buschmann2007]. 
21

 The service is available at http://water.usgs.gov/wateralert.  

http://water.usgs.gov/wateralert
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between machine and human which is accompanied by increased complexity mostly for both, the 

developer and the end user. 

 

Semantic Event Processing in Envision hides all complexity originating in the application of 

semantic technologies from the end user and offers benefits resulting in increased user 

friendliness. On the one hand, we use semantics to describe events explicitly, allow for comparing 

different mental concepts about one event, and ground them in physical sensor observations as 

aforementioned. On the other hand, we use the semantic descriptions to express  the impacts of 

events and relate them to affected people. 

 

One crucial advantage over conventional notification tools is rooted in the separated modelling of 

events and event patterns. Users are either not interested in or aware of event patterns, because 

they usually lack of domain knowledge helping them to understand event patterns and their 

meanings. However, they are usually sensible of events having an impact on their life. What this 

all amounts to is that an user doesn’t have to face with the different characteristics and causing 

factors of events as well as the real-time data (how to retrieve, how to use, how to interpret) since 

all the work is done by experts in advance. The user simply selects the event and a desired 

region without any knowledge about the underlying models and required parameters. Ontologies 

allow a flexible and use case specific expression of events, their causes, and their impacts by 

generating event patterns, logical impact rules, and links to geographical regions. 

4.3.2.1 Details on the implementation 

Event Observation instances are immediately created and pushed into the Event Bus by the EPS 

when an event pattern is matched. Such message can be retrieved and processed by any 

component registered to the Event Bus. In case of the Envision project, the SNB handles 

messages containing Event Observations. The remaining parts of this subsection deal with the 

processing of such messages according to the SNB. The SNB itself is examined in more detail in 

Section 4.3.3.2. 

 

If an Event Observation is detected by the SNB, it will be parsed into WSMO compliant constructs 

and added to the internal knowledge base of the SNB. An external IRIS Reasoner
22

 

(implementation of the Semantic Reasoner depicted in Figure 3) processes over the entire 

knowledge base and checks whether the condition of one or more rules are fulfilled. A logical rule 

could look like Listing 4. In the example, we imply a new Predicted Event Observation instance 

related to the event http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#Flood (the statement is also a valid URL 

including a description about the Flood concept) and a hazard level of 70%. Information about the 

syntax of WSML can be found at: http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSML/. The conditions of the 

rule are met when an Event Observation contains the Event Observation Type 

http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#HighWaterLevel. 
 

axiom predict_flooding_example 

 definedBy 

                                            
22

 For more information see http://iris-reasoner.org/.  

http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#Flood
http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSML/
http://iris-reasoner.org/
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  ?obsdesc[gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue ?geom, annot#domainReference hasValue

   ?eventobs] memberOf gDesc#ObservationDescription    

  and ?geom[gsparql#asWKT hasValue ?locvalue] memberOf gsparql#Geometry  

  and ?eventobs[dul#isClassifiedBy hasValue ?eventobstype] memberOf  

   eo#EventObservation 

  and ?eventobstype memberOf flood#HighWaterLevel 

  and ?predictedobsdesc[gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue ?geom2,   

    annot#domainReference hasValue ?predictedeventobs,   

   geomod#associatedHazardLevel hasValue ?hazlevdesc] memberOf  

   geomod#PredictedObservationDescription 

  and ?predictedeventobs[geomod#predicts hasValue ?event] memberOf  

   geomod#PredictedEventObservation 

  and ?hazlevdesc memberOf geomod#HazardLevelDescription 

  and ?event memberOf ge#geographical_event 

  and ?geom2 memberOf gsparql#Geometry 

  implies 

  ?predictedobsdesc[gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue ?geom2,   

   annot#domainReference hasValue ?predictedeventobs,   

   geomod#associatedHazardLevel hasValue ?hazlevdesc,    

   gDesc#derivedFrom hasValue ?obsdesc] memberOf    

   geomod#PredictedObservationDescription 

  and ?geom2[gsparql#asWKT hasValue ?locvalue] memberOf gsparql#Geometry 

  and ?predictedeventobs[geomod#predicts hasValue ?event] memberOf  

   geomod#PredictedEventObservation 

  and ?hazlevdesc[geomod#hasHazardLevel hasValue 70] memberOf   

   geomod#HazardLevelDescription 

  and ?event memberOf flood#Flood. 

Listing 4: Rule describing the impact of an event observation of type HighWaterLevel. 

 

The result, produced by the SNB, is a Predicted Event Observation instance ontology presented 

in Listing 12. Predicted Event Observations are used to link subscribers with event patterns and 

as a consequence with predictions about events. When a Predicted Event Observation is 

retrieved, the SNB parses it into ontology constructs, adds them to the knowledge base and starts 

the external reasoning process. According to the mentioned Predicted Event Observation in the 

appendix, an example rule of a matched condition is shown in Listing 5. 

 

axiom change_state_to_flooded_example 

 definedBy 

  ?predictedobsdesc[gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue ?geom2,    

   annot#domainReference hasValue ?predictedeventobs,    

   geomod#associatedHazardLevel hasValue ?hazlevdesc,    

   gDesc#derivedFrom hasValue ?obsdesc] memberOf    

   geomod#PredictedObservationDescription 

  and ?geom2[gsparql#asWKT hasValue ?locvalue] memberOf    

   gsparql#Geometry 

  and ?predictedeventobs[geomod#predicts hasValue ?event]    

   memberOf geomod#PredictedEventObservation 

  and ?hazlevdesc[geomod#hasHazardLevel hasValue     

   ?probability] memberOf geomod#HazardLevelDescription 

  and ?event memberOf flood#Flood. 

  and ?probability > 50 

  and ?watlevsensdesc[annot#domainReference hasValue     

   ?watlevsens, gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue     

   ?watlevsensloc] memberOf gDesc#GeographicalDescription 
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  and ?watlevsensloc[gsparql#asWKT hasValue ?locvalue]    

   memberOf gsparql#Geometry 

  and ?watlevsens[flood#downstream hasValue ?obj] memberOf    

   flood#WaterLevelSensor 

  and ?obj[ae#has_state hasValue ?state] memberOf     

   gspace#geographical_unit 

  and ?dam memberOf flood#Dam 

  and ?watlevsens[flood#downstream hasValue ?dam] 

  and ?state memberOf ae#state 

  and naf ?dam[flood#downstream hasValue ?obj] 

  implies 

  ?state memberOf flooded. 

Listing 5: A rule which changes the state of objects according to the event. 

 

In combination with the query depicted in Listing 6, subscribers who are interested in flood events 

are linked to them via Event and Predicted Event Observations. Listing 5 describes what happens, 

when a Predicted Event Observation related to a flood with a probability higher than 50% is 

retrieved. In fact, the state of all geographical objects which are located downstream to the 

triggering water level sensor without a dam in between will be changed to flooded. The 

downstream relation comprises that each geographical object has to be located near to the same 

river
23

. Listing 6 specifies the query to retrieve the contacts of all affected subscribers (semantic 

and spatial match) which are finally used to send out notifications. 

 

?subscriber[dolce#participant_in hasValue ?activity,   

 notification#has_contact hasValue ?contact,    

 notification#subscribed_to hasValue ?eventsub] memberOf   

 notification#subscriber  

and ?activity[affenv#define hasValue ?affenv] memberOf   

 notification#stay_at_place  

and ?affenv[affenv#contains hasValue ?region] memberOf   

 notification#stay_at_place_environment  

and ?geounit[geospace#situated_in hasValue ?region, affenv#has_state hasValue ?state] 

memberOf geospace#geographical_unit  

and ?state memberOf notification#flooded  

and ?predobsdesc[annot#domainReference hasValue ?predeventobs]    

 memberOf gdesc#PredictedObservationDescription  

and ?predeventobs[geomodels#predicts hasValue ?event] memberOf 

 geomodels#PredictedEventObservation  

and ?eventsub memberOf flood#Flood  

and ?event memberOf ?eventconcept  

and ?eventconcept subConceptOf flood#Flood 

Listing 6: Query to select all subscribers which subscribed to flood events and are 
currently affected by a flood 

4.3.3 Components 

Event consumers establish the interface between the event processing results and the potential 

end user. The next section deals with two specific components acting as event consumers in the 

                                            
23

 The logical rules defining downstream and upstream can be found at http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood.  

http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood
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Envision project. A further intermediary processing component connecting events and people is 

addressed in the last section of this chapter 

4.3.3.1 Event Consumers 

The entire Notification Infrastructure offers two interaction options. Users can subscribe to events 

to get email notifications about occurring events or follow events in real-time on a dynamic map. 

The execution of a subscription process requires the Subscription Portlet in combination with the 

MapViewer Portlet or EventVisualizer Portlet. Detailed descriptions about the Subscription and 

MapViewer Portlet are available in the deliverables D2.2, D2.3, and D2.4. 

 

During the Envision project, we identified the need of displaying live information. Especially during 

decision making processes in disaster management, experts rely on simple solutions that rapidly 

show the information related to its location. 

 

The EventVisualizer is a good example of an intuitive and useful tool in decision making 

processes. All events following the aforementioned syntax are permanently displayed as long as 

the Portlet is active. Various colours and symbols help the user to distinguish the different event 

types and to identify critical situations. Further information can be easily retrieved by clicking on 

an event symbol. The appearing popup window contains information about location, time, related 

events, and provenance. 

4.3.3.2 Semantic Notification Broker (SNB) 

The central role of the Notification Infrastructure is played by the SNB. Figure 5 gives a technical 

overview about the SNB, related components, and their interactions. Instances of Subscription 

Portlets take over the interaction with end users and forward the details of each subscription 

process to the SNB. For each subscriber a “profile” is created and stored in the knowledge base. 
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Figure 5: Overview about the SNB and the functional interaction with related components 

 

Such a profile comprises contact details, events which have a potential impact on them, and 

regions of interest. During the start-up phase (after deployment), the SNB registers to the Event 

Bus and specifies the messages it is responsible for (Event Observations and Predicted Event 

Observations). From that point onwards, there is a connection between the SNB and the Event 

Bus whereby the SNB waits steadily for proper messages like a network socket. Received 

messages are parsed into WSMO compliant constructs and added to the knowledge base. If 

certain conditions (expressed via logical rules) are met, the IRIS Reasoner infers new facts, either 
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a Predicted Event Observations or the change of object states which can lead to notifications of 

affected subscribers as described in Section 4.3.2. If the result is an event, it is immediately 

pushed back into the Event Bus. These events are not directly processed since the Bus-based 

infrastructure allows further listeners which are interested in such events to use them for internal 

processing as well. Notifications are sent out when a Predicted Event Observation matches 

specified conditions, i.e. state changes of objects causing positive results in the final query 

exemplarily explained in Listing 6. 

 

The SNB is implemented as a Web service. Using the Java API for XML-based Web services 

(Kotamraju, 2009) enables a simple realization of the data transfer between active Subscription 

Portlet instances and the SNB based on SOAP (Curbera et al., 2002) and RPC (Birrell & Nelson, 

1984). One method is defined to be remotely called by the Subscription Portlet to achieve the 

data transfer when a subscription is submitted. All the information, captured as string in the 

method call, is transformed to WSML entities and added to the knowledge base, i.e. details of the 

user, her selected events, and the desired region. Listing 7 shows the interface of the subscribe 

method. The method returns a boolean to specify if the subscription was successful. 

 

@WebMethod 

public boolean subscribe( 

 @WebParam(name = "contact", partName = "contact") 

 String contact,  

 @WebParam(name = "kindOfContact", partName = "kindOfContact") 

 String kindOfContact,  

 @WebParam(name = "events", partName = "events") 

 String events,  

 @WebParam(name = "lowerLeft", partName = "lowerLeft") 

 String lowerLeft,  

 @WebParam(name = "upperRight", partName = "upperRight") 

 String upperRight, 

 @WebParam(name = "crs", partName = "crs") 

 String crs); 

Listing 7: Interface of the subscribe method remotely called by the Subscription Portlet 

 

Two internally implemented APIs define the second interface of the SNB, the interface to the 

Event Bus. The StreamListener and StreamPusher being part of the Streams project
24

 overtake 

the communication between Event Bus and SNB. All events compliant to the aforementioned 

syntax (Event Observations and Predicted Event Observations) are forwarded as String 

messages to the SNB and further processed. New facts, i.e. new events or event predictions, are 

immediately sent back and pushed into the Bus for further use. 

 

                                            
24

 Information about the project and further details about the functionalities are available at: 
https://code.google.com/p/streams/wiki/StreamsProject.  

https://code.google.com/p/streams/wiki/StreamsProject
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Figure 6: Sequence diagram illustrating roughly the two main processes related to the 
SNB 

 

With respect to the described interfaces, the SNB provides two interaction opportunities depicted 
in Figure 6. 

 

(1) Via the Subscription Portlet users are able to subscribe to events and retrieve, finally, emails 

when an event which affects them occurs or is about to occur. This process is denoted with 

numbers in the illustration. All entered user details (contact, events, and region) are serialized and 

forwarded to the SNB. After deserialization, the SNB transforms the subscription details into 

ontology constructs, puts them into its internal knowledge base, and finally establishes links 

between the user, her selected events, and existing objects within their region and necessary for 

her activity. Doubled subscriptions are caught when the contact in combination with the events 

and region already exists. 

(2) The capital letters within the figure describe the interaction with the Event Bus. Events are 

received, processed with the help of an external reasoner, and either pushed back into the Event 

Bus or used to send out notifications. A denotes here the retrieval of an Event Observation, D 

expresses the reception of a Predicted Event Observation created in B and sent back to the Bus 

in C. F represents an email notification as a result of the final reasoning task E. Both processes 

run completely independent of each other which we illustrate by using numbers and characters in 

parallel. 
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The innovative architecture of the whole system allows the decoupling of the components and 

knowledge representations. The participating components interact completely independent of 

each other and therefore allow asynchronous communication. The opportunity to process over 

distributed knowledge representations enables the usage of any vocabulary as long as it can be 

identified and retrieved via an URL which, finally, increases the flexibility and usability of the entire 

system. 

 

The SNB is designed to ease the user subscription to geospatial events given a geographical 

location. Domain experts control, i.e. interact with, the SNB without an extra GUI. They adjust the 

system by modifying the knowledge base, for example, to add a further scenario. A core 

challenge presents therefore some knowledge about WSML and the RDF Schema (RDFS) to 

extend the key ontology, the Notification ontology. The Notification ontology is contained in the 

Web package under /resources
25

 of the deployed project “notification-broker” and comprises (1) 

concepts extending the concepts of the Affecting Environment ontology
26

 and some geographic 

concepts being part of the Geographic Space ontology collection
 27

, (2) instances representing 

crucial geographic objects, for example, water level sensors, dams, and cities in the flood pilot, 

and (3) logical rules expressing the impact of events and establishing links between subscribers 

and event patterns via event descriptions. A conceptual overview affords the concept maps in 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 in the Appendix c. The Affecting Environment ontology was developed in 

(Michels, 2011) and models the relation between agents and events via activities and 

corresponding affecting environments. An Envision-specific extension is the Notification ontology 

providing the foundation for scenario-specific adjustments. The following list briefly summarizes 

the steps needed to set up the Notification Infrastructure for a specific scenario: 

1. Setup an SESAME RDF Triple Store 

2. Fill the Triple Store with desired event concepts (Note that the event concepts have to inherit 

from http://purl.org/ifgi/geoevents#geographical_event 

3. Modify the Notification ontology 

a. Add further concepts which are crucial for the scenario 

b. Align the concepts to existing foundational concepts of the Geographic Space ontolo-

gy collection and the Affecting Environment ontology and add required properties to 

them. 

c. Add instances representing objects in the real world with their spatial location, spatial 

dimension, and further properties 

d. Link the instances to each other via existing relations 

e. Add rules 

i. Model the impact of events (how do objects change) 

ii. Specify when users get affected (Which object state leads to a critical situa-

tion for the users) 

                                            
25

 The latest version of the Notification Ontology is also available at http://purl.org/ifgi/notification. However, 
updates to this ontology do not affect the SNB and its internal knowledge base. 
26

 http://purl.org/ifgi/affenv 
27

 http://purl.org/ifgi/geospace + http://purl.org/ifgi/geoevents + http://purl.org/ifgi/geoqualities + 
http://purl.org/ifgi/geounits 

http://purl.org/ifgi/notification
http://purl.org/ifgi/geospace
http://purl.org/ifgi/geoevents
http://purl.org/ifgi/geoqualities
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5 Example of Use: Flood Monitoring on the Danube 
River 

Real-time monitoring of flood evolutions in the Danube river is one of the pilot cases where the 

results of the ENVISION project are tested. We chose this pilot to illustrate the event processing 

of observation data because of the real-time data availability (which is missing in the other 

scenarios). 

 

Different organizations located at neighbouring countries collect data from the river to assess the 

current hydrological and meteorological conditions, e.g. water discharge measurements. The fact 

of having such a trans-boundary setting affects the process of decision making because the data 

it is based on does not belong always to the same model. It is common to find heterogeneous 

data models and different (computational) environmental models being used by the various 

organizations, which often leads to interoperability problems when the data is shared. 

 

Flood forecasting decision support comprises the processes of flood monitoring, flood forecasting, 

flood warning, and real-time decision making. Our interest is on the detection of relevant changes 

in the properties of the river that can lead to a natural disaster according to domain knowledge 

from experts. The identification of these situations in sensor data time-series is possible if we 

have access to near real-time “rich” data sets. As a result we can obtain a potentially valuable 

input for decision makers. 

 

In 2006, spring snowmelt along the Danube basin caused floods which affected several countries: 

Bulgaria, Hungary, Austria, and Serbia among them. In the South West of Romania, thousands of 

people were evacuated. Two dams in this area are used by hydro power plants to produce energy 

and help to protect the populated locations downstream from floods. They are named Iron Gates I 

and II. Experts claim that with real-time management of data collected a these dams, part of the 

damage could have been avoided. 

 

5.1 An ontology for the flood monitoring scenario 

In the project we have created various domain ontologies for the different use cases. More details 

on the ontology engineering process and first results were published in deliverables D4.2 and 

D4.3. The ontology created for the flood monitoring pilot case includes some concepts used in the 

process of inferring events from sensor data, see Figure 7. The Flood Monitoring ontology, to 

which we will refer with namespace f, contains the necessary concepts to annotate the event 

patterns that the experts indicated as relevant (see Appendix e for some details on water level 

and water discharge conditions for high water level events). It can be accessed at 

http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood. This ontology is also used for annotation and discovery of sensor 

data services but this is out of the scope of this deliverable. 

 

http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood
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Figure 7: Example of some concepts in the Flood Monitoring ontology. 

 

5.2 Examples of high water level event patterns 

In this section we will describe two examples of event patterns, one corresponding to a high water 
level event and the other, to a low water level event. In the Appendix e, point 3 we find the 
following description: water level measured upstream the point Z must not exceed 41,00 mdMA 
when the discharge is up to the total evacuation capacity of the hydro power plants and dams 
located at this point, i.e. up to 20.500 m3/s. Danube level measured at this control section must 
not be less than 39,40 mdMA. Since we were not allowed to show real sensor identifiers, we use 

point X, Y, Z to identify the sensors. 

The first part correspond to a high water level event pattern that we will encode in EPL, see 

Listing 8. 

 
SELECT obs1, obs2 

FROM pattern [every (obs1 = ObservationEvent( observer.id = 'point Z',  

observedProperty = 'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterflow',  

value < 20500) -> 

obs2 = ObservationEvent( observer.id = 'point Z',  

observedProperty = 'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel',  

value > 41))] 

WHERE obs2.time.between(obs1.time, obs1.time.plus(23 hours 59 min)) 

Listing 8: High water level event pattern for point Z 

 

We expect first a discharge observation (obs1) above 20.500 m3/s. If this happens, then we look 

for a water level observation (obs2) which follows in time (that is the meaning of the arrow ‘->’) 

the discharge observation and which is above 41 mdMA. Normally, discharge observations are 

updated once a day, that is the reason why domain experts suggested considering periods of 24 

hours (see WHERE clause). 

 

Listing 9 includes the pattern for low water level events at point Z. In this case, we just look for 

every pair of water level observations with the value of the former below the threshold of 39,40 

mdMA, and the value of the latter above. 

 
SELECT obs1, obs2 

FROM pattern [every (obs1 = ObservationEvent( observer.id = 'point Z',  

observedProperty = 'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel',  
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value > 39,40) -> 

obs2 = ObservationEvent( observer.id = 'point Z',  

observedProperty = 'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel',  

value < 39,40))] 

Listing 9: Low water level event pattern for point Z 

 

Before registering any event pattern to the EPS, one should start the service, see Figure 8. We 

use for these examples the Web Services Explorer integrated in Eclipse. 

 

 

Figure 8: Starting the EPS from the Web Services Explorer in Eclipse 

 

Next, in Figure 9 and Figure 10 it is shown how to register the event patterns we presented above 

annotated with their corresponding event type concepts, f:HighWaterLevel and f:LowWaterLevel. 
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Figure 9: Registering the EPL statement of high water level event at point Z 

 

 

Figure 10: Registering the EPL statement of low water level event at point Z 
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5.3 Scheduling water discharge and water level data requests 

Sensor observations are provided via a SOS available at http://194.102.135.23/EnvisionSOS/sos. 

The access to the service is restricted by IP to allow access only to workers of CS-Romania and 

ENVISION project partners
28

. In our case we will focus on water discharge (also called waterflow, 

volumetric flow rate or simply, flow rate) and water level (also called stream gauge, water stage or 

gauge height). In order to set up a continuous flow of data from the SOS to our EPS we need to 

schedule two getObservation requests. Some observations are updated in the service every 15 

minutes, others daily. Having into account the low bandwidth traffic that these calls produce, we 

can schedule them every 2 minutes to simulate a near real-time data stream. Internally, the 

getObservation request specifies the retrieval of last observations, see Listing 10. In future 

versions of the EPS, this request will be changed to reflect a time interval, e.g. <begin>2-

minutes-before-current-system-time</begin><end>Current-system-time</end>. The 

reason for this planned change is to include the getObservation call in the event instance 

metadata to enable provenance mechanisms. If under a new request there are not updated 

observations, nothing will be sent to the EPS. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0" 

  xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"  

  xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" 

  xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" 

  xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0" 

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0 

  http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd" 

  service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326"> 

  <offering>GAUGE_HEIGHT</offering> 

  <eventTime> 

    <ogc:TM_Equals> 

      <ogc:PropertyName>om:samplingTime</ogc:PropertyName> 

      <gml:TimeInstant> 

        <gml:timePosition>latest</gml:timePosition> 

      </gml:TimeInstant> 

    </ogc:TM_Equals> 

  </eventTime> 

  <observedProperty>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel</observedProperty> 

  <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat> 

</GetObservation> 

Listing 10: getObservation request example for latest water level measurements 

 

                                            
28

 There is a public SOS which contains only that data collected from sites and partners that accepted to 

publish it. This SOS is available at http://194.102.135.23/EnvisionSOSpublic/sos. 

 

http://194.102.135.23/EnvisionSOS/sos
http://194.102.135.23/EnvisionSOSpublic/sos
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Next, the requests for water discharge and water level are scheduled, see Figure 11 and Figure 

12, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 11: Scheduling periodical getObservation requests for water discharge every 2 
minutes 
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Figure 12: Scheduling periodical getObservation requests for water level every 2 minutes  

 

5.4 Example of a high water level event instance 

In previous sections we explained how the event patterns look like, how can be registered in the 

EPS, and how to schedule sensor service requests to retrieve data as soon as it is available. 

When the EPS detects a set of observations matching any of the event patterns in the registry, an 

eo:EventObservation instance is created. The event type of such instance is defined by the 

semantic annotation introduced by the user at the time of registering the pattern. Figure 13 

depicts an eo:EventObservation instance classified as f:HighWaterLevel. To describe the event 

observation we use domain ontologies (right side) and application ontologies (left side). An 

example of the event observation instance depicted in that figure can be found in the Appendix d. 
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Figure 13: Event observation instance corresponding to a high water level event at point Z 

 

5.5 A notification infrastructure for the flood monitoring pilot 
case 

In Section 4.3.3.2, we listed the steps to apply the Notification Infrastructure to a specific scenario. 

Now, we want to follow these steps exemplarily for the ENVISION flood monitoring pilot. The first 

and second steps are independent of a specific use case and can be done without further 

explanation. Step three (modification of the Notification ontology) is explained in the table. The 

included snippets are encoded in WSML. The final version of the Notification ontology comprising 

all required extensions concerning the flood pilot can be accessed at http://purl.org/ifgi/notification. 

 

Table 1: Steps for modifying the Notification ontology. 

Step Explanation 

Add further concepts Within the flood scenario, interesting concepts can be water level sensor, 
dam, river, city, and village as objects and flooded as a critical state. 
Indeed, further concepts can be added. Water level sensor, dam, and 
river are already part of the aforementioned Flood ontology and can be 
reused. The following listing shows the concepts flooded, village and city. 

concept flooded 

     

concept city 

     

concept village 

Align the concepts to 
existing foundational 

The concept flooded extends the concept affected which is finally a 
subconcept of http://purl.org/ifgi/affenv#state. City and village inherit form 

http://purl.org/ifgi/affenv#state
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concepts of the 
Geographic Space 
ontology collection 
and the Affecting 
Environment 
ontology and add 
required properties 
to them. 

http://purl.org/ifgi/geospace#geographical _unit providing the relation 
situated_in which relates our geographical objects spatially with a 

concept representing regions. 

concept affected subConceptOf ae#state 

 

concept flooded subConceptOf affected 

     

concept city subConceptOf gspace#geographical_unit 

 gspace#situated_in impliesType os#region 

     

concept village subConceptOf gspace#geographical_unit 

     gspace#situated_in impliesType os#region> 

Add instances 
representing objects 
in the real world with 
their spatial location, 
spatial dimension, 
and further 
properties 

+ 

Link the instances to 
each other via 
existing relations 

We add now instances representing real-world objects like the Danube 
river or the city Drobeta-Turnu Severin located right beside the Danube 
river with its altitude, location, and initial state. All geographical objects 
(sensors, dams, etc.) have to follow the structure of the presented city. In 
the same step, the link between the river and the city is added. The link 
plus the specification of the altitude enable the inference of 
upstream/downstream relations among additional geographical objects 
which are interesting for this use case. 

instance danube memberOf flood#River 

 

instance drobeta-turnu_severin memberOf city 

 ae#has_state hasValue state_of_ drobeta 

 dul#hasQuality hasValue altitude_of_drobeta 

 gspace#nearBy hasValue danube 

  

instance description_about_drobeta memberOf     

 gDesc#GeographicalDescription 

 annot#domainReference hasValue drobeta-turnu_severin 

 gsparql#hasGeometry hasValue location_of_drobeta 

  

instance location_of_drobeta memberOf gDesc#LocationDescription 

 gsparql#asWKT hasValue "SRID:4326;POINT (42.3973 -74.44598)" 

 gsparql#spatialDimension hasValue 1 

  

instance altitude_of_drobeta memberOf gq#altitude 

 dul#hasDataValue hasValue 323 

  

instance state_of_drobeta memberOf normal 

Add rules Here, two different types of rules are required. (1) The first type expresses 
what happens when an Event Observation is detected. In fact, these rules 
link the original event patterns based on physical sensor observations 
with Predicted Event Observations. Listing 4 acts as an example. (2) The 
second type specifies how geographical objects behave when a Predicted 
Event Observation is detected. Based on spatial relationships and the 
type of events, objects will change their state. An example is defined in 

Listing 5. 
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6 Integration with other ENVISION Components 

The semantic event processing architecture presented in Section 4 is accessible to the users 

through three interfaces. The Event Visualizer and the Subscription Portlet are two of them. The 

latter is tied to the SNB and was described in Section 4.3. The former is currently under 

development but it is clear that will display the events detected by the EPS in a map, allowing 

users to explore the observation data. The third GUI is the EnStreaM portal
29

. EnStreaM offers 

tools to analyse historical sensor data on the different ENVISION pilot cases. Domain experts will 

be able to look for relevant patterns and to export them to be registered in the EPS using the call 

included in Listing 11. 

 
 

registerRuleMLStatement(String stm, String eventType) 

 

Listing 11: registerRuleMLStatement call to register RuleML patterns to the EPS 

 

Figure 14 extends the architecture diagram explained in Figure 3 by adding the EnStreaM 

component.  

 

 

Figure 14: Architecture overview diagram including the interaction with EnStreaM 

 

The actions that users are able to perform with this event processing system are compiled in form 

of use case diagram in Figure 15. In this case, the selection of the user roles was defined having 

                                            
29

 The EnStreaM portal is available at http://envision.ijs.si/. 

http://envision.ijs.si/
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in mind the real-time flood monitoring pilot case. Two examples of rules in the corresponding 

formats of EnStreaM and EPS are available in the Appendix f. More information about the 

EnStreaM can be found in the project deliverable D4.5. 

 

 

Figure 15: Use case diagram created for the flood monitoring pilot case. 

 

The potential integration between the event processing architecture and Sparkwave is described 

in deliverable D4.8, section 6. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this document we present the ENVISION approach to perform event processing on observation 

data. At the beginning we present a theoretical perspective about similar approaches. The Event-

Observation ontology and the approach to annotate event patterns are the two key elements in 

our work. Regarding the architecture, it is important to highlight the three-layered solution that 

allows decoupling event consumers and event producers. The focus on the architecture 

components deals with the main features of the Event Processing Service and the Semantic 

Notification Broker. Since the flood monitoring pilot case is the only scenario in the project where 

real-time data is available, we chose it to illustrate an example of use. Finally, some interaction 

details between EnStreaM and the event processing system are given. 

 

The main drawback of existing solutions like SemSOS (Henson et al., 2009) is that all the 

methodology is based in their own ontology which is a direct translation from O&M to OWL. This 

aspect can generate problems when applying semantic event processing to time-series of 

observations encoded in a different format. We reused and extend the W3C’s Semantic Sensor 

Network ontology to avoid this kind of problems since it represents the sensor and sensor 

observations domain from a more conceptual level. Moreover, the approach described in (Taylor 

& Leidinger, 2011) does not address the problem of multiple views for the same occurrence that 

can lead to interoperability problems. The semantic annotation of event patterns was used in our 

system to avoid such problems that arise when various information communities exchange event-

related information without having an agreement on the use of specific vocabularies. The 

application of this methodology to the flood monitoring pilot case was realized by means of the 

EPS prototype and showed satisfactory results. 
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Appendix 

a. Details on the SSN extension 

Figure 16 extends the Event-Observation ontology concept map introduced in Section 3.1 with 

some additional concepts and relations. The eo:EventProcessingAgentOutput is produced by the 

eo:EventProcessingAgent and is result of the event observation. Its value is an event type and is 

represented in the concept eo:EventObservationValue.  

 

 

Figure 16: Extended concept map of the Event-Observation ontology. 
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b. UML diagrams for the Event Processing Service 

 

Figure 17: Use case diagram of the Event Processing Service 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Package diagram of the Event Processing Service 
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c. Notification Infrastructure 
@prefix annot: <http://purl.org/ifgi/annotations#> . 

@prefix gsparql: <http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql#> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix1 a <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Ontology> ; 

<ttp://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#imports> <http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/geoevents#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix2 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#PredictedEventObservation> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix3 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#PredictedObservationDescription> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix4 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#ObservationDescription> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix5 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#Flood> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix6 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#HazardLevelDescription> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix7 a <gsparql#Geometry> . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix3 annot:domainReference _:node1752bb45ix2 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/gsparql#hasGeometry> _:node1752bb45ix7 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#associatedHazardLevel> _:node1752bb45ix6 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#derivedFrom> _:node1752bb45ix4 . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix2 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#predicts> _:node1752bb45ix5 . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix6 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geomodels#hasHazardLevel> 90 . 

 

_:node1752bb45ix7 gsparql:asWKT "SRID:4326;POINT (42.31481 -74.43293)" . 

 Listing 12: Example of predicted event observation 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Concept map of the Affecting Environment ontology 
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Figure 20: Concept map of the Notification ontology 
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d. EventObservation instance example (RDF/N3) 
_:node178r79a18x1 a <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Ontology> ; 

 <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#imports> <http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/time#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/ssn#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/annotations#> , <http://purl.org/ifgi/gml/0.2#> , 

<http://purl.org/ifgi/om#> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x2 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation#EventObservation> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x3 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#ObservationDescription> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x4 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/om#ObservationCollection> ; 

 <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Literal> "<?xml version=\"1.0\" 

encoding=\"UTF-8\"?><GetObservation xmlns=\"http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0\" 

xmlns:ows=\"http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1\" xmlns:gml=\"http://www.opengis.net/gml\" 

xmlns:ogc=\"http://www.opengis.net/ogc\" xmlns:om=\"http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0\" 

xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance\" 

xsi:schemaLocation=\"http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0 

http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd\" service=\"SOS\" 

version=\"1.0.0\" 

srsName=\"urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326\"><offering>GAUGE_HEIGHT</offering><eventTime><ogc:T

M_Equals><ogc:PropertyName>om:samplingTime</ogc:PropertyName><gml:TimeInstant><gml:timePo

sition>latest</gml:timePosition></gml:TimeInstant></ogc:TM_Equals></eventTime><observedPr

operty>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel</observedProperty><responseFormat>tex

t/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat></GetObservation>" . 

 

_:node178r79a18x5 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#HighWaterLevel> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x6 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation#EventObservationRule> ; 

 <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Literal> "SELECT obs1, obs2 FROM pattern 

[every (obs1 = ObservationEvent( observer.id = 'point Z', observedProperty = 

'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterflow', value < 20500) -> obs2 = ObservationEvent( 

observer.id = 'point Z', observedProperty = 

'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel', value > 41))] WHERE 

obs2.time.between(obs1.time, obs1.time.plus(23 hours 59 min))" . 

 

_:node178r79a18x7 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#WaterLevel> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x8 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql#Geometry> . 

 

_:node178r79a18x9 a <http://purl.org/ifgi/time#Instant> ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/time#inXSDDateTime> "2012-10-05T17:33" . 

 

_:node178r79a18x8 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql#asWKT> "SRID:4326;POINT (Z1 Z2)" . 

 

_:node178r79a18x3 <http://purl.org/ifgi/annotations#domainReference> _:node178r79a18x2 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geodesc#derivedFrom> _:node178r79a18x4 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/geosparql#hasGeometry> _:node178r79a18x8 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/gml/0.2#startTime> _:node178r79a18x9 . 

 

_:node178r79a18x2 <http://purl.org/ifgi/ssn#observedProperty> _:node178r79a18x7 ; 

 <http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#isClassifiedBy> _:node178r79a18x5 ; 
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 <http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#satisfies> _:node178r79a18x6 . 

 

_:node178r79a18x5 <http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#isDefinedIn> _:node178r79a18x6 . 

Listing 13: Event observation instance from Figure 13 encoded as RDF/N3 
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e. Definition of relevant occurrences for the Iron Gates 

The location of the sensors has been removed from the original version because of privacy 

issues. mdMA stands for “meters above the Adriatic Sea”. 

 

1. Danube level measured at point X must be enclosed within the values from the following 

table: 

 

Table 2: High water level conditions based on water discharge and water level at point X 

Danube daily average 

inflow discharge 

measured at point X 

(mc/s) 

Danube level measured at point X (mdMA) 

 

daily average 

minimum 

daily average 

maximum 

short term 

maximum 

Up to 3000 

Levels corresponding to daily average levels measured at 

the dam for short term maximum level 69.59 at the dam 

3000 69,52 69,70 69,81 

3500 69,58 69,77 69,87 

4000 69,63 69,80 69,92 

4500 69,69 69,86 69,97 

5000 69,75 69,90 70,02 

5500 69,85 69,95 70,10 

6000 69,95 70,00 70,17 

6500 70,05 70,05 70,25 

7000 70,11 70,11 70,31 

7500 70,18 70,18 70,38 

8000 70,25 70,25 70,40 

8400 70,30 70,30 70,40 

8500 70,30 70,30 70,40 

9000 70,30 70,30 70,40 

9500 70,30 70,30 70,40 

10000 70,30 70,30 70,40 

10500 70,30 70,30 70,40 

11000 70,30 70,30 70,40 

11500 70,30 70,30 70,40 

Above Q1 (11500) Levels corresponding to dam’s water level for 63.00 mdMA 

 

 

2. Danube level measured at point Y must not exceed 42,00 mdMA when the discharge is 

up to 10.600 m3/s, and it must not exceed 43,60 mdMA when the discharge is 16.350 

m3/s. 
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3. Water level measured upstream the point Z must not exceed 41,00 mdMA when the 

discharge is up to the total evacuation capacity of the hydro power plants and dams 

located at this point, i.e. up to 20.500 m3/s. Danube level measured at this control section 

must not be less than 39,40 mdMA. 

4. Variation constraints for Danube level measured at point P – variations must not exceed 

+/- 30 cm with regard to the level corresponding to daily average outflow discharge (daily 

average level from previous day). 

 

Points 2 and 3 are issued from the table below. 

 

Table 3: High water level conditions for points Y (upstream) and Z (downstream) based on 
water discharge and water level 

Outflow discharge measured at 

Iron Gates I (m3/s) 

Levels measured at sections 

Point Y Point Z 

  2.000 41,22 41,00 

  2.500 41,37 41,00 

  3.000  41,43 41,00 

  3.500 41,44 41,00 

  4.000 41,45 41,00 

  4.500 41,55 41,00 

  5.000 41,68 41,00 

  5.500 41,77 41,00 

  6.000 41,81 41,00 

  6.500 41,89 41,00 

  7.000 42,00 41,00 

  7.400 42,00 41,00 

  7.500 42,00 40,85 

  8.000 42,00 40,82 

  8.500 42,00 40,71 

  9.000 42,00 40,63 

  9.500 42,00 40,48 

10.000 42,00 40,26 

10.500 42,00 40,06 

10.600 42,00 39,91 

11.000 42,12 39,91 

11.500 42,26 39,91 

12.000 42,41 39,90 

12.500 42,56 39,89 

13.000 42,70 39,88 

13.500 42,85 39,86 

14.000 42,99 39,84 
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14.500 43,14 39,80 

15.000 43,29 39,76 

15.500 43,43 39,73 

16.000 43,58 39,70 

16.350 43,60 39,68 
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f. Exporting event patterns from EnStreaM to EPS 
In this section of the Appendix we included two examples of event patterns as they are generated 

by the EnStreaM (JSON and RuleML) and how they look like when exported to the EPS (EPL).  

 
---JSON--- 

{"$from":"SensorAggregate", "Phenomenon":"waterlevel", "Type":"AVG", "TimeSpan":"D", 

"Value":{"$gt":"69.1"}} 

 

---RuleML--- 

<RuleML xmlns="http://ruleml.org/spec" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

xmlns:ssn="http://purl.org/ifgi/ssn#" xmlns:dul="http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#" 

xmlns:geo="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#" 

xmlns:time="http://www.w3.org/2006/time/" xmlns:f="http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood#"> 

  <Assert mapClosure="universal"> 

<Implies> 

  <if> 

    <And> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="ssn:observedProperty"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Ind>waterlevel</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Ind>AVG</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasSamplingTime"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Ind>D</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasValue"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Var>b</Var> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="_:greaterThan"/></Op> 

        <Var>b</Var> 

        <Ind>69.1</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

    </And> 

  </if> 

  <then> 

    <Atom> 

      <Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 

      <Var>evt</Var> 
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      <Ind>f:HighWaterLevel</Ind> 

    </Atom> 

  </then> 

</Implies> 

  </Assert> 

</RuleML> 

 

---EPL--- 

SELECT * 

FROM ObservationEvent(observedProperty = 

'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterlevel').win:time(24 hours) 

GROUP BY observer.id 

HAVING avg(value) > 69.1 

Listing 14: Event pattern for daily average water level observations exceeding 69,1 mdMA. 

 

 
---JSON--- 

{"$from":"SensorAggregate", "Phenomenon":"waterflow", "Value":{"$lt":"3043.3"}, 

"Value_1I_ago":{"$lt":"3291.0"}} 

 

---RuleML--- 

<RuleML xmlns="http://ruleml.org/spec" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

xmlns:ssn="http://purl.org/ifgi/ssn#" xmlns:dul="http://purl.org/ifgi/dul#" 

xmlns:geo="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#" 

xmlns:time="http://www.w3.org/2006/time/" xmlns:f="http://purl.org/ifgi/water/flood"> 

  <Assert mapClosure="universal"> 

<Implies> 

  <if> 

    <And> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="ssn:observedProperty"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Ind>waterflow</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasValue"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Var>b</Var> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="_:lessThan"/></Op> 

        <Var>b</Var> 

        <Ind>3043.3</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 

        <Op><Rel iri="_:value_1I_ago"/></Op> 

        <Var>a</Var> 

        <Var>c</Var> 

      </Atom> 

      <Atom> 
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        <Op><Rel iri="_:lessThan"/></Op> 

        <Var>c</Var> 

        <Ind>3291.0</Ind> 

      </Atom> 

    </And> 

  </if> 

  <then> 

    <Atom> 

      <Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 

      <Var>evt</Var> 

      <Ind>f:DecreasingWaterflow</Ind> 

    </Atom> 

  </then> 

</Implies> 

  </Assert> 

</RuleML> 

 

---EPL--- 

SELECT * 

FROM pattern[every (ObservationEvent(observedProperty = 

'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterflow', value < 3291.0) -> 

ObservationEvent(observedProperty = 'urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0.30:waterflow', value 

< 3043.3))] 

Listing : Event pattern for two consecutive waterflow observations falling down 3291,0 and 
3043,3 m3/s, respectively. 
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